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jobfuscate is a tool to obfuscate Java classes. It protects source code and.class files by renaming everything but methods,
constructors, fields, classes, packages, type information, signatures, and inner classes. jobfuscate re-names everything so that all
the identifiers are human-readable, but look exactly the same as they would look without obfuscation. It does not try to change
your code whatsoever, only name things so that decompilers can't figure out how the code works. There are several reasons for
not changing your code, the first being that a change will likely cause you to later lose the protection. Also, if you know what

you are doing and how your code works, you can then implement a decompiler-proof obfuscation method yourself. jobfuscate
provides functionality to pre-compile classes, to create signatures, and to get verbose information about what's going on.

jobfuscate is a tool used by Usenet developers to hide Usenet messages Insurance companies to hide claims information and
many others. jobfuscate was written by Dan Bernstein ( jobfuscate requires Java 1.2.1 or later. Jobfuscate Requirements: - at

least one.class file in the current directory (no.java files allowed) - there must be an *.store file in the current directory
(jobfuscate will not change the store file) - you must have the option -x or -xc specified on the command line jobfuscate is
Copyright (C) 1998 Dan Bernstein jobfuscate is available under the same terms as the JVM itself. jobfuscate (first release):

1998-08-21 jobfuscate is a Java application that allows you to obfuscate (protect) your Java class files. jobfuscate comes in two
versions, the simple one that does not alter the Java.class files (as opposed to the full version that changes the code inside
the.class files), and is free for all. The full version includes three additional features, pre-compilation (it creates a more
compact.class file), the ability to create signatures (the method signature is still obfuscated in the class file, but it is able
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(input) line(s) that match | = '-' (space) to ignore "..." quoted section(s) of input, else: unquote -x = override of xxxx -xc =
rename all classes by this pattern -xm = rename all methods by this pattern -xxf = rename all fields by this pattern -xf = rename
all fields by this pattern -xr = rename all fields to this name -xt = rename all classes to this pattern -xum = rename all methods to

this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xum = rename all methods to this
pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx =
rename all classes to this pattern -xum = rename all methods to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename
all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to

this pattern -xt = rename all classes to this pattern -xum = rename all methods to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this
pattern -xt = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif =

rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all
classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this
pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif =

rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all classes to this pattern -xif = rename all fields to this pattern -tx = rename all
classes to this pattern -x 77a5ca646e
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In short: jobfuscate will: - change your class names, variables and methods to meaningless names; - change the bytecode of your
classes; - change your bytecode in a way that will not result in errors; - store your classes/variables/methods in a jar file; - protect
the jar file from being decompiled (undecoded) with Java decompilers; Jobfuscate will not change any of the following: - your
source code; - the names of any packages that you use; - method names in any library classes. Test the jobfuscate program: Test
the jobfuscate program by typing it into the command line. If it says that you need Java 5, your version of Java is too old. The
program requires Java 6. After running jobfuscate: The jar file you created by jobfuscate will be stored in the current working
directory. The jar file is not named "myprog.jar". Remove the jar file: To remove the jar file, remove the jar file from the
current working directory. View the contents of the jar file: To view the contents of the jar file, use a Java decompiler and a
class file editor to view the byte code in the jar file. References: Threats to the Java Sandbox What is Obfuscation? Download
Jobfuscate: latest-news A BASIX season ticket holder has posted on Facebook that an assault on her husband as he attempted to
attend a football match is "insulting". The post, originally written in Polish, is below: "My husband and I received two letters in
the mail today, [the first] to the address stated, and [the second] to my personal address. He had [just] been celebrating
Passover, and had his wallet with him, because we would be going to the football match. So we got up [at] 4am and drove to the
address, where we were told to come back at 5.30am. "I understand he is the first one to get to the match and the last one to
leave, but what I don't understand is, why
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jobfuscate -x:acme.* -xc -xm:io.*.run myprog.main -------------------------------------- |_ Main class |
-------------------------------------- |_ Java 3 class files | -------------------------------------- |_ Java 3 class files (more...) |
-------------------------------------- |_ Java 2 class files | -------------------------------------- |_ Java 2 class files (more...) |
-------------------------------------- |_ Other class files | -------------------------------------- Java 1.5.x Description: jobfuscate
-xc:main.* -------------------------------------- |_ Main class | -------------------------------------- |_ Java 1.5 class files |
-------------------------------------- |_ Java 1.5 class files (more...) | -------------------------------------- |_ Other class files |
-------------------------------------- Java 1.4.
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System Requirements For Jobfuscate:

The minimum system requirements are the following: Minimum: Operating System: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1, 10 (32-bit or
64-bit) Processor: 1.6 GHz Dual Core or 2 GHz Quad Core Memory: 2 GB Graphics: 256 MB of RAM Hard Drive: 20 GB
DirectX: Version 9.0c Sound Card: For S/PDIF, Stereo, High quality Additional Notes: Screenshots Screenshots
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